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Abstract
In this century many papers have been published on the piecewise differential systems
in the plane. The increasing interest for this class of differential systems is motivated
by their many applications for modelling several natural phenomena. One of the main
difficulties for controlling the dynamics of the planar differential systems consists in
determining their periodic orbits and mainly their limit cycles. Hence there are many
papers studying the existence or non-existence of limit cycles for the discontinuous and
continuous piecewise differential systems. The study of the maximum number of limit
cycles is one of the biggest problems in the qualitative theory of planar differential
systems. In this paper we provide the maximum number of limit cycles of a class
of planar discontinuous piecewise differential systems formed by an arbitrary linear
center and an arbitrary quadratic center, separated by the straight line x = 0. In general
it is a hard problem to find the exact upper bound for the number of limit cycles that a
class of differential systems can exhibit. We show that this class of differential systems
can have at most 4 limit cycles. Here we also show that there are examples of all types
of these differential systems with one, two, three, or four limit cycles.
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